Introduction
The main goal of the heavy-ion collision experiments with the High Acceptance Di-Electron spectrometer (HADES) at GSI is the study of hadronic matter in the 1-3.5 GeV/nucleon incident energy range where moderate temperatures (T < 80 MeV) and large densities (up to 3 times the normal nuclear matter density) are reached. Rare penetrating probes, like dielectrons or strange particles, are used for such studies. The present interpretation of dilepton spectra which are measured by several experiments, mainly operating at ultra-relativistic energies, is based on hadronic models, which predict in-medium modifications of the ρ meson spectral function due to their coupling to resonance-hole states [1] . In the energy range of the HADES experiments, the ρ meson is mainly produced in primary NN or secondary πN collisions where the coupling of the ρ meson to baryonic resonances plays already a role. This opens the possibility to study these effects and therefore constrain the interpretation of medium effects by measuring dielectron emission in elementary reactions. An additional interest of studying the couplings of ρ meson to the baryonic resonances is the close connection to the electromagnetic structure of the baryonic transitions, which is explicit, in particular in the Vector Dominance Models (VDM). Strange particles can also be used to investigate medium effects. For example the strength of the kaon in-medium potential is still an open question and has connection with the equation of state of the nuclear matter. The production mechanisms of strange particles are also poorly known, especially when they are produced far below threshold. Elementary reactions can again provide very important constraints, for example concerning the role of baryonic resonances in the production mechanisms. The strength of kaon-nucleon potential can also be investigated, by studying the production of kaons, of Λ(1405) or by looking for a signal of K − pp bound states. Based on these motivations, in addition to the study of hot and dense nuclear matter (studied in nucleus-nucleus collisions) and cold nuclear matter (studied in p + A or π + A reactions), the HADES experimental program, which is the main topics of this talk, comprises measurements in pp, "quasifree" np or π − +p reactions.
Dielectron emission
The spectrometer HADES [2] allows for the detection of e + e − pairs and charged hadrons in full azimuth and in the polar angle range between 18
• and 85
• . In addition, a scintillator wall placed 7 m downstream the HADES target was used to detect spectator protons in the experiments using a deuterium beam in order to study the quasi-free np reaction. For the future experiments at FAIR, an electromagnetic calorimeter will be installed [3] . The pp reaction was measured at three incident beam energies, 1.25 GeV, 2.2 GeV and 3.5 GeV. At the lowest energy, which is below the η production threshold, the dielectron production has two main origins: the π 0 Dalitz decay (π 0 → γe + e − ), which contributes at e + e − invariant masses below the π 0 mass, and the Δ Dalitz decay (Δ→ Ne + e − ), which extends up to the kinematical limit. The non-resonant pp Bremstrahlung contribution is indeed expected to have a small contribution. The dominance of the Δ Dalitz decay process above the π 0 mass was confirmed by the analysis of the exclusive channel pp → ppe + e − . A first measurement of the branching ratio of this process could be extracted, and was found consistent with the QED calculation, taking into account the values of the electromagnetic form factor at the photon point (i.e. G M =3, G E =0, G C =0). This study was supported by the measurement of the one-pion production channels, which are simultaneously measured by HADES [4] . A Partial Wave Analysis (PWA) of these onepion channels is also on-going to constrain even more precisely the size of the Δ contribution, as presented in this conference [5] . Figure 1 . Picture from [6] . At 2.2 and 3.5 GeV, the interpretation of the inclusive spectra [7, 8] has to include the η Dalitz decay contribution and the ω and ρ direct decays as well. A detailed study was performed at 3.5 GeV by combining the exclusive one pion production (pp → ppπ 0 and pp → pnπ + ) and dielectron (pp → ppe + e − ) channels [6] . The invariant masses and angular distributions of the pionic channels were first analyzed to fix the contributions of the different baryonic resonances. Their known couplings to γN, which are related to their radiative decays, were then used to calculate the dilepton yield corresponding to their Dalitz decay. After adding the contribution of the ρ and ω direct decays, this cocktail was compared to the dielectron invariant mass measured in the pp → ppe + e − channel. As shown in the left part of figure 1, this cocktail underestimates the dielectron yield in the region below the vector meson poles. This effect is due to the electromagnetic form factors of the baryonic transitions, or in the hadron-meson language to the coupling of the ρ meson to the baryonic resonances, which were not included. In addition, it could be deduced from the invariant mass of the pe + e − system that the effect is mainly due to the lightest baryonic resonances, and most probably to the N(1520) (right part of figure 1 ). More precisely, the production of the ρ meson via light baryonic resonances (N(1520, N(1535) ,...) favors the production of mesons with a low mass, which reflects in a higher yield at lower e + e − invariant masses. This distortion of the ρ meson spectral function in NN collision has the same origin as the in-medium one. Therefore, these data offer a way to check the interpretation of in-medium data and in first place the results obtained by the HADES collaboration in the reaction p+Nb at 3.5 GeV [9, 10] .
Large isospin effects could be observed by studying the quasi-free pn reaction using a deuterium beam. The production of dielectron at invariant masses larger than 300 MeV/c 2 exceeded by factors up to 10 the predictions based on One-Boson Exchange models (OBE). The latter include non-resonant graphs, which have a stronger effect in pn than in pp collisions. Recently, there were several rather successful attempts to reduce this discrepancy. A VDM pion electromagnetic form factor was included in the calculation of charged current graphs in the OBE model of [11] . In [12] , the np → de + e − contribution was shown to contribute significantly at large e + e − invariant masses. The cross-section of this process should be soon extracted from HADES exclusive data. Very recently, an interpretation based on virtual ρ production in double Δ final state interaction was also put forward. In order to constrain this process, the double pion production is analyzed in different channels of the pp and np reactions (pp → ppπ
, as discussed in this conference [13] . In addition, these analyses should provide independent checks on the existence of the d resonance (M = 2.38 GeV/c 2 ) which seemed to be observed by the WASA collaboration (see the contribution [14] at this conference) and could also contribute to the dilepton production, exclusively in pn reactions.
Furthermore, as also presented in detail in this conference [15] , the measurement of high statistics dielectron invariant mass spectra with a good resolution made it possible for HADES to improve the upper limit on the kinetic mixing parameter of the dark photon in a range of mass from 0.02 to 0.1 GeV/c 2 [16] . The upper limits on the η → γγ branching ratio could also be improved twice in the last years by the HADES collaboration [8, 16] . Figure 2 . Picture from [17] . Transverse momentum spectra of K 0 S produced in p+p collisions at 3.5 GeV. Experimental data (black circles) and GiBUU transport model simulations (dashed curves: original resonance model [18] , solid curves: modified resonance model, based on exclusive channel measurements [19] ). Systematic uncertainties due to the efficiency correction and absolute normalization are indicated by shaded boxes and red horizontal dashes, respectively.
Strangeness production
Strangeness production is also a fruitful part of the HADES program in elementary collisions. As an example, a detailed study of exclusive K 0 S production in the pp → Λp π + K 0 and pp → Σ 0 pπ + K 0 channels was just published [19] , showing the dominant role played by the Δ resonance in these processes. These results were used to improve existing resonance model predictions for inclusive K 0 S production which serve in turn as a reference for the in-medium kaon potential studies in the p + Nb reaction at 3.5 GeV [17] . A higher sensitivity is expected in the data measured for the Au+Au reaction at 1.25 GeV, which are currently under analysis. HADES also contributed to the study of the Λ(1405) [20] . The two charged decay channels Λ(1405) → Σ ± π ∓ have been reconstructed for the first time in pp collisions and a peak position clearly below 1400 MeV/c 2 was measured. The fact that the Σπ spectra connected to the Λ(1405) resonance strongly differ among different reactions points to the different production mechanisms and/or to interference effects between the different channels contributing to the observed final state [21] . Recently, a PWA of the pp → ppK − + K + was also performed, in order to put upper limits on the cross section for the production of antikaonic nuclear clusters ppK − . The results have been presented at this conference [22] .
Pion beam experiments
The pion beam at GSI covers the energy range of the second and third resonance region. It is presently unique in the world and offers the possibility to improve the very scarce data base for pion-nucleon reactions, which is needed for modern PWA or to test Coupled-Channel models [23] . The precise determination of the coupling of the N(1520) to the ρ meson is one of the open questions, which is directly related to the importance of in-medium distortions of the ρ meson spectral function, as discussed above. The measurement of dielectron production in the vicinity of the N(1520) resonance pole can provide a measurement of the Dalitz decay branching ratio of this resonance, which is both related to its electromagnetic structure and to its coupling to the ρ meson vector and for which predictions span over one order of magnitude [24] [25] [26] . Finally, the reaction π − +A allows to study cold nuclear effects on dielectron and strangeness production. To reconstruct the pion tracks and momentum event-by-event, and select interactions with the target material, in-beam detectors were installed. The experiment was performed this summer, with a restricted program, due to the limited available beam time at GSI, but the main objectives mentioned above should be reached.
Conclusion
The HADES program in elementary reactions is an indispensable complement to medium effects studies. An overlook of the large variety of results obtained so far was given in this talk, with an emphasis on dilepton and strangeness production. The very recent measurements using the GSI pion beam offer interesting new perspectives, related to the N(1520)Nρ coupling and cold nuclear matter effects on strangeness production. The HADES experimental program will then be continued using the proton and ion beams at FAIR.
